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3.0 METHODOLOGY FOR REACTOR PHYSICS ANALYSiS IN CORE DESIGN

3. I Sunrna ry

This Section will give a very brief overview of the

typical methodology used in the process of designing a CANDU reactor

core. The intent is to set the stage for the discussion that will

follow where the methods that are used and the reasons for using them

will be discussed in more detai 1.

figure 3.1-1(6] gives a simple flow chart of the physics

analysis of CANDU power reactors. The activities involved in the

various stages are outlined below:

3. I • I Engin~erina Reauiiements

J
The establishment of the broad engineering requirements of

the core design will depend on the nature of the design and the project.

If a new reactor design concept is involved, considerable interaction

between reactor physics analysis and the engineering design consider

ations would take place during the establishment of the conceptual

design of the plant. On the other hand, if the project is a relatively

small variant from tlte reactors previously designed, tlte basic engineer

ing requirements may be established on the basis of past experience with

minimal ",onceptuaJ" work being done. In any case, before the detailed

reactor physics analysis of a core design Can begin, a preliminary

selection of a number of key parameters is required. These include the

size of the core, number of channels, the design of fuel channel and

fuel bundle, the required operating conditions, preliminary choices of

material to be used in the core hardware, etc. Some of these parameters

may well change as a result of the physics analysis and hence an iter

ative process take place in order to satisfy both engineering and

physics requirements.
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Lattice (Cell) Calculations
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In a lattice calculation. a unit cell consisting of a

single fuel channel and the appropriate amount of moderator (depending

on the pitch) is considered.' The lattice calculation provides neutronic

details of the fuel channel. In particular. it provides information on

the variation of cross sections and isotopic composition with fuel

burnup. the reactivity coefficients. the power distribution across the

fuel bundle, and the macroscopic cross sections to be used in core

calculations.

Simulation Of Reactivity Devices

Due to the large number of reactivity devices present In

the core. they are generally not represented discretely in the core

simulations. Rather. the properties of a device are s~~ared over a

fairly large parallelepiped one dimension of which is the length of the

device. These properties are usually obtained by what is known as a

supercell calculation. which must be done for each different device.

3. I .4 Core Calculations

When the cell average cross sections and the incremental

cross sections for the reactivity devices are available. core calcula

tions can be carried out. Finite difference diffusion codes are used

for these calculations, in two neutron energy groups. The number of

mesh lines used in the finite difference models depends on the nature of

the problem being dealt with. In some cases two dimensional calculations

are adequate. but three dime~sional models are necessary co estimate

accurately the power distributions in CANOU reactors.

3.1.5 Kinetic Studies

Transient behaviour of the reactor may be studied either

using a point kinetics approach or complete three dimensional simulations

in both space and time. The latter is important in the final confir

mation of performance of the shutdown systems.
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Reactor Stability And Control
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Detailed design of the spatial control system (one purpose

of which is to controJ the spatially variable distribution of 13Sxe)
requires a diffusion code with the capabilIty to calculate the variation

of xenon concentration in space and time. In addition this code must be

able to simulate response of the spatial control system to spatial flux

variations caused by perturbations such as withdrawing of adjuster rods

or refuelling.

3. 1.7 Fuel Bur-nuo And Management

{~-

J

Obtaining optimum average discharge burnup of the fuel is

an important aspect of the physics design of the reactor. This requires

a diffusion code which is capable of calculating the time history of the

flux and power distributions in each fuel bundle from any particular

starting point and time. However the bi-directional feature of fuelling

in CANDU reactors permits an averaging of fual properties so that

conceptual studies can be done with much simpler ~~dels.

3.1. a Flux Mapping

i-

J

A computer code based on modal analysis is used to

simulate the flux mapping software which is incorporated in the reactor

control computer so that the positions of the flux mapping detectors can

be optimized during the design stage.

~igure 3.1-1 also illustrates the interde~endence of

these various analyses as well as some functions of the specific computer

codes that are used.
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3.2 CANDU PHYSICS METHODOLOGY

3.2.1 Introduction
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In the preceding Section we briefly touched on the scope

of physics analysis that typically takes place in the process of design

ing a CANDU reactor. In the next Section we ~itl be dealing with this

process in detail and discussing some of the typical results we Obtain

from our analysis. Therefore, the objectives are basically two-fold:

firstly to provide an understanding of the methods we use, and secondly

to give a fairly detailed description of the physics characteristics of

these reactors. The organization of the next several Sections is based

on the intent to follow a typical sequence of activities which take

place in the process of performing the reac~or physics analysis required

to produce a CANDU reactor design.

In the most general sens'e the conceptual stage of a

reactor design begins with determining the broad conceptual features or
tne reactor. However for purposes of these lectures we wilt begin with

the premise that the intent is to design a pressure tube type reactor

with heavy water used for both moderator and coolant and the latter is

either non-boiling or at very low quality at the outlet of the channels

(less than 5% quality).

3.2.2 conceptual Stage Design Analysis

The basic building block of the CANDU pressure tube type

reactor is tha fuel channel. The design of the fuel, pressure tube, and

the calandria tube and the separation of these assemblies from each

other (which will be referred to hereafter as the lattice pitch) deter

mine the basis nuclear characteristics of the reactor core. Since there

is a repeating array of these assemblies throughout the core, the basic

nuclear characteristics can be determined by considering only one channel

surrounding by the appropriate volume of heavy water moderator. This is

commonly called a "unit cellI! and is sho~m in Figure 3.2-1. The nuclear

characteristics of a unit cell are caited lattice parameters.
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Calculation Of lattice Parameters
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There are a number of methods which are used to determine

the reaction rates within a unit cell. In all of these calculations the

boundary condition at the outer surface of the moderator associated with

the unit cell is taken to be. zero gradient of the neutron flux (no

leakage of neutrons). The method which is applied in the unit cell

calculation depends on the detail with which the reaction rates within

the unit cell need to be known. For most purposes in the process of

performing the nuclear design analyses it is sufficient to know the

reaction rates within the fuel bundle as a whole. Since the early days

of the design of CANDU prototypes it was considered desirable to develop

a fast and reasonably aecurate cell code that could be used for survey

and design purposes. This culminated in development of the lattice

parameter ~rogram PQWDERPUFS whieh is the code most widely USed to

generate the lattice param~ters ne~ded for commercial eore design and

analysis.

3.2.2.1.1 Functional Description Of Lattice Parameter Programs

In the PQWDERPUFS code the cell is treated in a very

simple manner: it is ass~med to be divided into three main regions:

1 - a fuel region. 2 - an annuli region (including the pressure tube and

calandria tube and the gap between them) and 3 - a moderator region.

Therefore the flux distribution in the cell is calculated using a simple

one dimensional annular model. This means the moderator region is

approximated by circular outer boundary rather than a square as shown in

~igure 3.2-1. The nuclear cross sections for the fuel are based on the

Wescott convention, i.e. on the assumption that the neutron spectrum

consists of a Maxwellian and a'l/e part characterized by two parameters

which are calcvlated in the program. The resonance integrals are based

on a semi-empir!ical treatment which agrees with Hellstrands experiments[71.

and the resonance absorption is lumped into a single adjusted energy.

Thermal absorption is calculated by a simple collision probability

method. A complete cell calculation using this code takes only approxi

mately One second on a CDC-6600 computer.
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The calculations within this code are basically recipe

type or semi-empirical type calculations which have been developed on

the basis of fitting an extensive series of experiments which have been

performed in the ZEE? and ZED-2 reactors at CRNL in which lattices with

a range of bundle geometries' and pitches have been measured. The ratio

of moderator to fuel in a CANDU lattice is such that over 95% of neutrons

in the moderator are thermal ized i.e. have an energy distribution in

equilibrium with the moderator atoms. The majority of neutrons absorbed

are. therefore. thermal neutrons and the epi-thermal neutron absorption

is conveniently grouped with thermal absorption using measured thermal

to-epi-thermal reaction rate ratios (an exception is resonance absorption

in 238
U as described below). This convention is due to wescott[8].

Neutron absor~tion in 238U at the higher resonance

energies is treated specifically and hence is not included in the Wescott

cross sections. The total ~pi-thermal cross sections are measured in an

experimental reactor and ~mpirical expressions are derived based on data

for various ruel geometries and fuel temperatures. The forms of the

expressions used for the correlations have been well established and

their acaptacion to CANOU lattices is described by CritoPh[9]. While

this method is quite simpl ified it does provide reliable results for

lattices in the range of interest ror natural uranium C~NDU reactors.

Some of the comparisons with experimental data is shown in Figures 3.2-
2 to 3.2-13 for 28 and 37 element fuel bundles. An exhaustive series of

experiments have been performed with 28 element fuel in the ZED-2

reactor over an extended period of time. The 37 element fuet charac

teristics are similar. so only limite' measurements were made in that

case.

In addition to being abl. to generate nuclear reaction

rates in the unit cell. for core calculations. it is also necessary to

calculate the power distribution within a fuel bundle in order to

perform the detailed fueJ design. This is because an important consider

ation in fuel design is the maximum heat flux produced in anyone pin in

the fuel bundle. The POWDE~PUFS code is not designed to provide detailed
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power distribution data in the fuel cluster. This kind of information

can be obtained from the LATRE? lattice parameter program[lO], or

obtained directly from experimental data. The flux distribution is

calculated in lATREP at several energy groups using collision proba

bility methods. Resonance integrals of fertile materials are based on

semi-~mpirical recipes but the resonance absorption is calculated in 32

groups. A single thermal group is assumed. however. using the Wescott

convention for reaction ~ate calculations in non-fertile isotopes and in

fissile isotopes.

i.~

In this code the fuel pencils are smeared into annular

rings so that the reaction rates can be calculated separately in each of

these rings and from those results the power distribution across bundle

can be determined. Although it is a one dimensional calculation the

comparisons of this method against experiment is shown to be
reI i ab 1e [ 1] [ 11 ] •

Although POWOERPUFS and LATREP are the codes routinely

used in CANDU core design analysis. we

codes such as WIMS[12] and HAMMER(13J.

also apply multi-group transport

primarily to perform spot checks

codes. A series of transport codes

An R-Z code (PEAKAN)(2l] is usedhave also been developed at AECL.

primarily for treating the bundle-end flux peaking problem described by·

CritoPh(l]. An X-Y-Z code (SHETAN)[23] is used to calculate reaction

rates in interstitial absorbers (or boosters) of complex geometry.

GETRANS(20] is a two dimensional version of SHETAN.

for these simpler and much faster

There are also certain specific problems where even the

so-called IIhyperfine" distribution of flux within the fuel pin is impor

tant to determine. This requires the use of multi-group codes. One

such example is the importance of knowing the detailed pin power distri

bution in estimating fission gas generation during irradiation. We have

found an important difference in the variation of the hyperfine pin
i

power distribution with irradiation between the natural uranium fuel and

enriched fuel. This was discovered as a result of investigations
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to understand why fission gas releases from fuel in our operating

reactors seemed to be inconsistent with detailed experimental measure

ments done in the research reactors at Chalk River. In the latter case

fuel is normally enriched in order to get the power densities that are

desirable for testing purposes. ~e find that, because of the so-called

llskin effect", resonance absorption occurs preferentially at the surface

of the pin. The corresponding preferential plutonium production as the

irradiation proceeds tend to cause a relatively larger proportion of

power to be produced near the surface of the pin for irradiated natural

fuel than for irradiated enriched fuel. (In the latter case the contri

bution of plutonium to the total energy produced in the pin is much

smaller.) This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2-12.

The degree of sophistication of analytical methods used

to perform unit cell calculations depends on the problem being dealt

with. Our approach is to apply the multi-group codes only in those

caSes where their capabilities are demanded.

3.2.2.1.2 Soecial Features For CANOU Applications

For conceptual design studies, the PQWDERPUFS code is

used to generate lattice parameters for various fuel geometries and

pressure tube and calandria tube characteristics and also for various

values of lattice pitch. Average cell parameters are produced for each

case. These parameters are then put into a diffusion code to simulate a

reactor core. In fact the POWDERPUFS code has built within it the,

capability to perform a simple one dimensional analytical core calcula

tion in which fuel can be assumed to be at different burnups in annular

regions in the core and the heavy water reflector surrounding the fuel

channels can be simulated. This is convenient for the very early

conceptual stages of a design study as the fuel burnup achievable for

various core sizes and various degrees of radial flattening in the core

can be examined as well as the effect of changing reflector thickness

all at very minimal cost.
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Many other features have been added to the PQWDERPUFS

code to make it very useful to obtain a lot of the data that is important

to evaluate nuclear characteristics of the CANDU reacto~s without having

to perform the full core mod~11;n9 type of calculation with diffusion

codes.

A feature which is important in respect to treating the

bi-directional semi-continuous fuelling that occurs in a CANDU reactor

at equilibrium burnup is the capability to average reaction rates over

a burnyp interval. The basic output of POWDERPUFS, as with most other

cell codes, are the cell-average lattice parameters (in this case cross

sections in two energy groups) as a function of the irradiation seen by

the fuel. However if We consider two adjacent channers in the CANOU

reactor and assume ideally that they are being fuelled continuously in

opposite directions, each channel would have fuel with irradiation

ranging from Zero to the discharge value from one end of the channel to

the other. We find that if we calculate average reaction rates by

integrating over this irradiation interval, the corresponding lattice

properties are not very different than what would be obtained if the

properties of two adjacent channels are averaged point by point along

the channe I.

This feature provides a very convenient way to calculate

lattice parameters for a reactor operating under equilibrium fuelling

conditions for any giJen assumed discharged burnup. These average

parameters can be calculated within the POWDER?UFS program. The method

ology by which these average properties are determined is discussed in

more detail in the course on CANDU-PHW Fuel Management (23]

Another feature of the program which is very useful, is

the capability to calculate the effect on these averaged properties of

instantaneously changing the characteristics of the materials in the

fuel channel e.g. changing fuel temperature, coolant temperature t

coolant density, removing cootant completely etc. This feature is used

to determine reactivity coefficients for the reactor during the concep-
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tual stage, ~nd in some cases the POWOERPUFS calculations are sufficiently

accurace for the final design.

In addition to. givif"19 the cell averaged cross sections

used in two-group diffusion code Simulation of the reactor core, the

PO\JOERPUFS program a Jso preyi des the cl ass i ca I llfour factors" wh i ch

d~termine the multiplication factor for the infinite lattice. The

effective multiplication factor for a finite core having a given geo

metric buckling is also calculated as indicated in the folJowin.g

equations:

k ::: ne:pf...
k...

k "" --~~-----:--~
eff (1+l28 2) (l~L 2S 2)

g s 9

Note that the expression for effective multiplication factor includes

terms which account for the leakage from a finite core for which the

effective geometry buckl ing is B 2, an "input quanti ty. This is val id,
9

to the extent that this budd ing can be estimated for a "rear" system.

The calculated keff when based on reaction rate averaged cross-sections,

gives a reasonable estimate of the multiplication factor of a reactor as

a function of discharge burnup. This means that the POWOERPUFS code

alone can be used to study sensitivity of discharged fuel burnup to

changes in the fuel channel design characteristics and operating temperc

tures. ~t can also be used to determine the impact of these changes on

the reactivity coefficients which are important from the point-of-view

of control and shutdown system implications. This is important in both

the conceptual and detailed design stage as a large number of parameters

variations can be studied at relatively small expense. In fact the

POWOERPUFS program has been incorporated into a comprehensive optimi

zation program which considers all the other economic aspects of various

design changes and arrives at a total unit energy cost for a given

system.
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Some of the things which are "traded-off" in this optimi

zation process are: the capital cost savings in minimizing the number

of channels and the size of the calandria are balanced against increased

fuelling cost associated with the need to flatten the power distribution

to achieve the required energy output with a smaller reactor (because of

increasing the neutron leakage from the system); reducing the pitch of

the fuel channels saves capital cost because of reducing the size of the

calandria and the heavy water inventory but that would result in lower

burnup and introduce design compl ications in respect to (a) the spacing

of "feeders from each channel and (b) constraints imposed on the control

and shutdown system devices which have to be provided interstitially.

Many other variables are, of course, examined as well.

It is this kind of process which has led to the evolution

of the CANOU PHW design from the smaller channel and 19 element fuel

bundles in HPD and Douglas Point to the larger channel and 37-element

fuel bundles in the current generation reactors. The change from 28

element fuel to 37-element fuel in the same size channel in going from

Pickering to the reactors which followed it was also based on this kind

of optimization process. The greater fuel sub-division permits each

channel to operate at a hjghe~ power for a given fuel pencil rating and

hence reduces the number of channels required in a given size of core.

This, however, is at the expense of fuel burnup to some degree.

The basic fuel cha~nel design including the fuel is

generally arrived at by applying this optimizatio~ analysis using simple

cell calculations to determine nuclear c~aracteristics of the reactor

with some one dimensional core simulations done to properly account for

"the effect of changing the radial power flattening and/or the reflector

thickness on the reactor dimensions and fuel burnup.

3.2.2.2.1 Four-Factor Data

3.2.2.2 Typical POWDERPUFS Calculations For The CANDU-GOO

Figure 3.2-13 show the infinite multiplication factor
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versus neutron irradiation of the ruei. The varration of the parameters

n (neutrons produced per thermal neutrons absorbed) and f (thermal

utilization) with irradiation are also shown. The other two parameters

£ (fast fission factor) and p (resonance escape probability) are

essentially constant with irradiation. Note that the thermal utilization

is also almost constant with irradiation. This shows that the absorp

tion cross section of the fuel which is do~jnated by the heavy elements

changes very little tending to increase slightly with irradiation. This

is because the buildup of plutonium isotopes due to capture in 238U just

about balances the burnout of the 235U• The n variation is very similar

to the overall multiplication factor. The decrease with irradiation is

primarily because of the buildup of fission products in the fuel.

3.2.2.2.2 Fuel Te~perature Reac~ivjty Effects

The fuel temperature reactivity coefficient is shown
1:

versus instantaneous irradiation in Figure 3.2-14. Note that it is

significantly negative with fresh fuel and becomes less negative with

irradiation. The value labelled "reacti,on rate averaged" which also is

shown on this Figure is the value calculated using reaction rate
"-averaged parameters for the irra~iatjon which is typical of the average

discharge from the reactor. It is plotted at an irradiation equal to

half of the discharge irradiation to permit comparison \",ith the Ilinstan

taneous ll data. (In a continuous bi-directionally fuelled reactor the

average irradiation of fuel in the core would be half of the discharge

value).

The effect of heating up the fuel from low temperature to

the operating temperature is shown in Figure 3.2-15. Again the differ

ence between an irradiated fuel and fuel at equilibrium burnup conditions

is evident. Also note that the variation is more 'non-l inear with

irradiated fuel. This is related to the effect of changing the neutron

spectrum with plutonium isotopes present in the fuel.

{:

This term refers to the actual irradiation experienced by an individual
fuel bundle in the core. 11lnstantaneous" is used to distinqlJ;sh between
actual local ;rr~diation and an average irradiation of a larger number
of bundles which is IJseful in considering overall core characteristics.
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3.2.2.2.3 Coolant Temo~rature Reactivity Effects
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The effect of instantaneously changing the coolant temper

ature on the reactivity of fuel varies with irradiaCion as shown in

Figure 3.2-16. This was calculated assuming that the coolant density

changed with temperature in a manner consistent with retaining saturated

conditions. The point calculated at the average discharge burnup for

the equilibrium burn-up reactor using the reaction rate averaged cross

sections is also shown on this Figure.

The variation of reactivity with coolant temperature

changing from a low value to the operating temperature is shown in

Figure 3.2-17. Note that although the coefficient (i.e. the slope of the

curve) is ~ositive at the operating temperatdre for both fresh and

irradiated fue't it is quite nonlinear for fresh fuel and in fact

changes sign at low temperatures. There are two counter-balancing

effects which take place as the temperature for the coolant is raised.

The effect of making the coolant hotter. than the moderator (which is

typically kept at around 70o C) tends to harden the neutron spectrum in

the fuel since the hot coolant speeds up thermal neutron~ coming from

the moderator. On the other hand since the coolant density is decreasing t

this spectrum hardening effect is less than it otherwise wouid be.

(Changing the spectrum affects fuel with plutonium isotopes present much

differently than that with 235U only. Therefore. the irradiated fuel

behaves quite differently than the fresh fueT.) Another phenomenon that

occurs when the coolant density is reduced is that the resonance absorp

tion in 238U decreases. This is because having coolant within the fuel

cluster tends to slow more fission neutrons down through the resonance

region as they are leaving the fuel and hence increase the flux of

resonance neutrons within the cluster.

3.2.2.2. Loss·or-Coolant Reactivity Effect

Rupture of the primary heat transport system t although

highly improbable, is one of the accidents which is postulated in design

of the reactor safety systems. Since this accident leads to loss of
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coolant from some or ~ll of the fuel channels the magnitude of this

effect on reactivity is an important design parameter. Figure ).2-18

shows the reactivity effect of simultaneously losing the coolant from

all fuel channels for various fuel irradiations. Again the value for

the equilibrium fuel case using reaction rate averaged parameters is

shown on the same Figure.

Reactiyity change due to losing the coolant is positive

but not very large in magnitude and decreases with fuel irradiation. As

mentioned in the preceding Section, reducing coolant density results in

an increase in the resonance eScape probability due to lower resonance

energy flux in the cluster. However, because the coolant is hot under

normal steady state rull power conditions, it tends to harden the

spectrum of thermal neutrons coming from the moderator, which is a

positive reactivity effect when plutonium is present in the fuel. When

the coolant is lost this hardening effect no longer exists which results

in a decrease in reactivity, the magnitude of which is function of the

concentration of plutonium isctopes in the fuel. This is why the lass

of-coolant reactivity decreases with fuel irradiation.

3.2.2.2.5 Moder~tor Temperature Reactivity Effect

Tne moderator temperature is not a parameter of much

significance in the CANOU system because the moderator is essentially

completely isolated from the fuel channel and the temperature of the

moderator is relatively low and separately controlled. However it·is of

interest to know the reactivity effect associated with instantaneous

changes in the moderator temperature to assess the impact on the reac~or

of changes that may occur due to upsets in the temperature control

system of the moderator. The moderator temperature coefficient is

plotted versus fuel irradiation in Figure 3.2-19. A reaction rate

averaged point is also shown on this Figure.
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3.2.2.2.6 Reactivity Effect Of Boron In The Moderator
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Adding 11 po ison ll in the form of dissolved natural boron or

gadolinium to the moderator is the usual way of compensating for excess

reactivity which exists when the reactor is initially loaded with all

unirradiated fuel or during operation at equilibrium burnup when the

reactor has been shut down for a significant period so that the 135Xe

in the fuel has decayed away. Therefo~e, the reactivity effect or

changing the boron concentration in the moderator is a necessary design

parameter. The effect of instantaneously changing the boron concentration

for various fuel irradiations is plotted in Figure 3.2-20. In this case

the calculations were done with reaction rate parameters for all cases.

Note that the coefficient is not very dependent on the irradiation (the

ordinate is an expanded scale),

3.2.3

3.2.3.1

Core Design Analysis

Core Size Considerations

Once the design of the fuel. pressure tube, and calandria

tube assembly, and the spacing or pitch of the fuel channels is decided,

the work associated with determining the detailed characteristics of the

reactor core is undertaken. One of the first major parameters to be

established is the number of channels. It is dependent primarily on the

average-to-maximum channel power ratio which is obtained as the resu'~

of the optimization process discussed previously or on the basis of pas:

experience combined with specific conditions pertaining to the project

at hand.

The CANDU design theoretically permits adjusting the

reactivity of each individual channel over quite a large range by

altering the fuelling rate and hence changing the average irradiation of

the fuel in the channel. This allows a great deal of flexibility in

flattening the power distribution radially by fuel mangementalone.
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In reactors such as Douglas Point and Bruce A, which have very little

adjustable absorbing material in the core during normal full power

operation, virtually all of the radial Flattening necessary to achieve

the design value of the aver~ge-to-maximumchannel ~ower is accomplished

by fuel management.

During the design ~rocess the analysis is usually simpli

fied by assuming there.are only two "burnup regions" in the core. Fuel

in a central region roughly cylindrical in shape is assumed to be taken

to the irradiation which would give the multiplication factor only large

enough to provide for axial leakage of neutrons. The fuel irradiation

in the outer annular region is then adjusted to that value necessary to

have a critical reactor. All channels within a region are assumed to

have the same discharge burnup so the Whole region can be represented by

the same reaction rate averaged lattice parameters.

All the current generation CANOU reactors, after Bruce-A,
. .

are designed to have an array of absorbers called adjuster rods in the

core during normal full power operations so they can be withdrawn to

provide excess reactivity to compensate for the buildup of 135Xe

following a short shutdown. In these designs the flattening of the

power distribution is accomplished by fuel management combined with

carefully choosing the positions for the adjuster rod~. The number of

channels 1n cores having adjuster rods is generally not finalized until

)-dimensional core simulations are done which permit explicit simulation

of the effect of the adjuster rods on the power distribution. With

adjuster rods in the core it is also relatively easy to flatten the

power distribution axially as well as radially. If the power output of

the reactor were limited by the peak bundle power rather than by the

peak channel power i.e. fuel rating limited rather than because of

thermohydraulic conditions in the channel, the number of channels in the

reactor could be influenced by this capability to axially flatten the

power distribution.
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Core Design Methodolocy
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3.2.3.2. I Numerical Modeling Of The Core

To establish the number of channels in the reactor and

the design of the in-core reactivity devices it is necessary to perform

3-dimensional simulations of the reactor power distribution. Experience

has shown that there Is no advantage in performing analysis of CANDU

cores in more than two energy groups. This has made it possible to

model the cores fairly accurately in )-dimensions with small computing

time. Models normally USe one mesh point per fuel bundle except in

regions where there are large flux gradients, e.g. near reactivity

devices. In such case the perturbed region is treated separately in

detail by doing a lIsuper celPI calculation of that local region in which

appropriate boundary conditions can be put on the reactivity devices.

Average cross sections obtained from the super cell calculations are

then used in the overall core model as incremental values to apply to

the nonnal unit cell cross sections.

Typical values for unit cell cross sections ere given in

Table 3.2.3-1. These cross-sections are used in the two group diffusion

equations as follows:

fl. 01v..p - [r a , I -+- rR, 1] a 0

where A is the eigenvalue, ¢ and ~ are, respectively, the thermal and

fast flux. t R I' h 1 t' f 1 2, ,s t e remova cross sec Ion rom group to •
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Table 3.2.)-1 - Lattice Cross-Sections Versus Neutron Irradiation For Fast And Slow Neutrons

Average 01 O2 r.a. I r.a,2 v2f. f 2 l:R, 1
Discharge Fast Slow Fast Slow •
Neutron 01 ffusion Diffusion Absorption Absorpt Ion Product Ion Hoderat Ion

Irradlat ion Coe f f IcI en t (xI0- 3) (xI0- 2) (xI0- 2) (xI0-2) (xI0-2)

(n/kb) (em) (em) -I -I -I -I
(em ) (em ) (em ) (e~ )

0 1.27/1 0.93657 0.76709 0.36895 0./138/1/1 0.7~1I3

0.2 " 0.93661 0.76682 0.37283 0./"'222 0.7/1115

0./, " 0.93671 0.76655 0.37889 0./15063 0.7/1118

0.6 " 0.93677 0.76628 0.38399 0. 1156/1/1 0.7~121

0.8 " 0.93681 0.76600 0.3881) 0.'16000 0.7
'
112/1

1.0 " 0.93683 0.76'>73 0.391119 0./16188 0.7'1129

1.2 " 0.936811 0.765
'
15 0.39'12/, 0.~6253 0.7'1129

1./, " 0.9368) 0.76518 0.39650 0.'/6228 0.7~132

1.6 " 0.93682 0.76//91 0.39838 0./16137 0.7'1135

1.8 " 0.93680 0.76/163 0.39996 0./16000 0.7!j137

,
~
w

~
I

IV..,...,.
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In the four-factor formulation used by POWDERPUFS-V, the

fast fission rate is not calculated explicitly but relative to the

thermal process only. Thus the production of fast neutrons per thermal

neutron absorption is given as &nf. The source term for the fast group

equation (second equation) therefore reduces to

where
k&"If = r ~a,2
p

The fast group cross sections, ra,l and rR,I' can be determined from the

following relations:

(Diffusion theory)

giving

and

rR,l
= p (Defini tion)r + ra,l R,I

r il , I
°1

= p
L

2
s

r (I-p)
°1

a,l =
L

2
s

In summary, the two-group diffusion parameters for the lattice cell

appropriate to this formulation are calculated according to:

ra,2

r
a J 1 =- (l-p)

f-

k
~

v2r f 2 = -- r
J p a, 2
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where
01 "" ~~_I_----:--:

3 < r I > cellcr,

and
02 - ~~_1 ~

3 < r 2 > ce IItr,
the right hand side are known.

TDAI-244

In a reactor simulation, it is usually necessary to simu

late the reflector region as well. The two group diffusion parameters

for the reflector region are calculated by simple recipes:

r r *a,2,R = a, moderator iTT
a = E4T
H

a,Z, moderator

r R,l,R =

o I
2,R "" 3 r

tr,2,R

and

where

r "" rtr,2,R tr,2, Moderator

and

126 - 4 (l OO-AP

AP is the purity or the reflector in atom percent. In the program, the

physical properties (density, temperature and purity) of the reflector

are assumed same as that given for the moderator.
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A typical model used for the 3-dimensionaJ core simulation

is shown in Figures 3.2-21, 3.2-22 and 3.2-23. A typical model used for

the supercell calculation of an interstitial absorber is shown in

Figures 3.2-24 and 3.2-25. The former is a schematic and the latter

shows the mesh definitions. All reactivity devices and flux detector

assemblies in CANDU cores are perpendicular to the fuel channels. How

ever because of the well thermalized spectrum in the CANDU core we find

that even the supercell calculations can be done basically in two groups

with appropriate boundary conditions applied at the surface of the fuel

cell and the absorber cell. Experimental data done at the research

reactors at CRNL indicate that comparable agreement is obtained in simu·

lating absorbers in this manner whether they are parallel or perpen-

d i cu Ia r to the fue 1 channe Is.

The models used for the core design analysis are validated

by comparison against experimental information. Some of these com

parisons were reported by CritoPh(J]. Additional information of this

type is given in the section on commissioning later in this document.

3.2.3.2.2 Locating In-Core Devices

Adjuster Rods: Establishing the desirable locations for

the adjuster rods and finalizing the neutron absorbing characteristics

of each rod normally requires a significant number of iterations looking

at various possibilities. We have a computer program which can auto·

matically allocate the distribution of absorbing material in a region of

the core to achieve certain input objectives. This program greatly

reduces the manual effort required in finding an optimum distribution of

absorber rods.

A prime function of the adjuster rod system is to make it

possible to restart the reactor shortly after a shutdown. When the

reactor shuts d~wn or the power level is reduced significantly there is

a transient increase in the concentration of 135Xe in the fuel because

of the relatively high concentration of its precursor 135, which exists
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unde~ steady state full power conditions. The adjuster rods are

provided to permit restarting the reactor, usually within about one half

hour after shutdown, by withdrawing the adjuster rods to compensate for

the increase in 135Xe concentration that has occu~red. The effect on

system reactivity due to the increase in I35Xe must be calculated in

order to determine how much absorbing material must be provided in the

adjuster rod system. These calculations are initially done using the

llpoint-n:odel 11 approach in which the flux level in the reactor is charac·

terized by a single Ileffective" value. They are later confirmed with

three dimensional simulations. Calculations of this type reveal that

the adjuster rod reactivity worth needs to be about 14 mk to compensate

for the build-up of 135Xe in 30 minutes following a reactor shutdown.

Comparisons of measured and calculated reactivity worth

values for Pickering and RAPS-l adjuster rods is shown in Table 3.2.3-2.

Zone Control Absor~ers: When the number of fuel channels

and the number and layout of adjuster rods are established the next step

is normally to determine the locations for the liquid zone control

devices. Since daily fuelling of the reactor keeps the fuel burnup

characteristics in the core roughly constant on average and since the

adjuster rods are provided to compensate for transient xenon effects to

the degree deemed necessary, :he reactivity range capability of the

liquid zone control system does not need to be very large. Experience

has shown that a total range from empty to full of 5 to 7 mk is adequate.

This is sufficient to compensate for the reactivity decrease due to fuel

burnup that occurs between ruell ing operations and in fact permits

several days of operation without fuelling. In a spatial sense it is

also adequate co compensate for the replacement of burned ~p fuel in a

channel with un-irradiated fuel.

The positions of the zone controllers are largely dictated

by their spatial contro1 function. If the CANDY reactor were not

spatially controlled, unstable OScillations in reactor power distribution
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of the first azimuthal type would tend to develop because of spatial

variations of l35Xe that would result fallowing a localized flux

disturbance. The positions of the zone controllers are initially chosen

on the basis of past experience and examining the shapes of the higher

harmonics of the flux distributions. We have a computer program which.

for any given fundamental steady-state flux shape, produces .the corres·

ponding flux distributions for the higher harmonics of the solution of

the diffusion equations. When tentative locations are selected a

simulation model is set up to determine the effect on the steady state

power distribution of the zone control levels being set at their nominal

operating potnt and also to check that the number of sites selected and

the dimensions of the tubes containing the H
2

0 are such as to provide

the necessary reactivity range for the system.

The zone control rods are modelled in a matter similar to the

other devices such as adjuster rods by performing supercell calculations

for those localized regions and deriving incremental cross sections to

USe in those regions in the core model which has a coarser mesh than the

supercetl. Comparisons of measured and calculated reactivity worths for

the Zone controller rods in Pickering A and Bruce A are shown in Table

3.2.3-3.

Shut-off Rod Absorbers: The next step in establishing

the core design characteristics is to determine the location and number

of the shutoff rods. As mentioned in Section 2 these devices are

cyl indrical reds of cadmium sandwiched between two steel cylinders with

the cadmium thickness chosen to make the rods virtually black to thermal

neutrons. None of these rods are in the reactor during normal operation.

Therefore, the number and layout are determined solely on the basis of

their capability to shutdown the reactor adequately when various postu

lated accidents occur. The accident which tends to set the performance

requirements of the shutoff rod system is the loss of coolant accident.
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A major rupture in the primary heat transport system which causes the

coolant to discharge very quickly is highly improbable. It is assumed

to occur for purposes of designing the shutdown systems since losing the

coolant from the fuel channels increases reactivity 51 ightly, as men

tioned earlier. and this occurs in a few seconds in the postualted worst

case. The speed of insertion of the shut-off rod system and the

reactivity worth of the system is dictated largely by this event. The

other assumption that is made in designing the shutoff rod system is

that any two rods are assumed to be unavailable. Consequently. part of

the analysis process is to determine which two rods being unavailable

would most affect the performance of the system.

It is typically found that a shutdown system which has

approximately 50 mk worth when calculated with the steady state diffusion

code calculation gives adequate performance. The tentative design is

set on the basis of simulations with diffusion codes of various arrrange

ment rods. The mode 11 ing of the rods ~s done us ing a superce tl approach

to derive incremental properties. The boundary conditions used in the

supercell calculation are. of course. different in tMis case as the rods

are much blacker to neutrons than are the adjuster rods or the liquid

zone control rods. A further complication is introduced in that fast

neutrons do go through the rod and become mo~erated in the heavy water

inside the rod and are then captured. Although this effect is not a

large component, it is normally accounted for in the calculations.

Comparison of the measured and calculated shutoff rod reactivity rod for

the Pickering and Bruce A reactors are shown in Tables 3.2.3-4 and

3.2.3-5. Comparison of the flux distributjon measured by copper wire

activation when 28 of the 30 Bruce A shutoff rods are fully inserted in

the core with the reactor critical is shown in Figure 3.2-26. Note that

in this case the two rods assumed to be missing "are on the right hand

side so the reactivity of the system is largely dictated by that region.

The f~ct that two-group diffusion code calculations give such good

agreement in spite of the steep gradients in the flux is considered to

be a demanding validation of the core modelling methodology used.
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Mechanical Control Absorbers: Another step in the core

design analysis is the selection of the positions and numbers for the

mechanical control absorbers~ These rods physically are the same as

shutoff rods but are part of the regulating system. However, during

normal operation they are fully withdrawn so their positions are not

dictated by the impact they have on the power distribution to any signi

ficant degree. The design requirement for these rods is set largely by

the need for them to compensate the gain in reactivity associated with

reducing power to near zero. For partial setback functions (one or two

rods) it is important to assess the power limitations that would be

associated with such configurations. Figure C6 in Critoph's lectures[l]

shows a comparison of the flux distribution for such a case. Comparison

of measured and calculated reactivity worths for these rods in Bruce-A

is shown in Table 3.2.3-5.

Poison Injection Nozzles: The location of the poiso~

injection nozzles for the second shut-down system is also determined in

the reactor physics analysis associated with the core design. These

nozzles are made of zircaloy but have quite a heavy waTt so their

presence does have a small effect on power distribution and ne~ds to be

accounted for in establishing the final reference power distribution for

design purposes. These nozzles are horizontally oriented and are perpen

dicular to all the other reactivity control devices. Their locations

are dictated primarily by the dynamics of poison injection which will be

dealt with in the next Section.

Flux Detectors: The distribution of flux detectors is

normally examined after the other devices have been finalized. They

affect power distribution only slightly so their positions are set by

the way they are used. This is discussed in the next Section.
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Fixed Guide Tubes: Although the shutoff rods and the

mechanical ,ontrol absorbers are not in the reactor during operation they

each have a guide tube which .is a Fixed in-core reactor structure made

of zircaloy. Also. there is other hardware at the inside edge of the

calandria to pennit positioning these guide tubes and to attach them to

the calandria. The effect of these devices, although small. is examined

in the establishment of the final discharge burnup pattern to recommend

for the operation of the reactor. Therefore. the final modelling of the

reactor core does not include allowance for all the incore hardware.

Use of relatively large mesh spacings gives good accuracy for CANOU

cores because of the large migration length of the lattice. This.

comb i ned with app I ica t ion 0 f the " supe r ce 1Jll me thod to t rea t j n-co re

devices makes it feasible to simulate all this hardware explicitly

without prohibitive expense. A typical calculation of a 3-dimensional

flux distribution in the reactor takes _ 200 seconds on the CDC 6600

(16.000 mesh point model).
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TABLE 3.2.3-2

MEASURED AND CALCULATED REACTIVITY WORTH OF RAPS ADjUSTER RODS

Adj uster Rod
Worth

(mil1i-k)

Measured 12.34

Calculated 12.7

MEASURED AND CALCULATED REACTIVITY YORTH
OF PICKERING COBALT ADjUSTER RODS

Total Yorth of 18
Adjuste·r Rods

(mi 11 i -k)

Un it 1 (Measured) I 20.33

Unit 2 (Measured) I 18.29

Unit It (Measured) 20.09

Mean W~trth (Measured) I 19.57

I
Calculated Worth 19.58

TOAI"Z44
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TABLE 3.2.3-3

MEASURED AND CALCULATED REACTIVITY WORTHS
OF ZONE CONTROL RODS IN PICKERING 'A'

TDAI-244

Pickering 'A' Moderator Moderator Total Reactivity Worth
Height Temperature of H2O

(m) (oC) (mi It i-k)

I
Un it I 7.50 I 45 4.89

Unit 2 7.28 32 4.89

Unit 3 6.06 39 5.51

Measured value
Interpolated at
7.05 m
Moderator
Height 7.05 5.08

Calculated 7.05 58 4.78

Calculated 7.05 32 I 4.80

I
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TABLE 3.2.3-4

MEASURED AND CALCULATED REACTIVITY WORTH
OF PICKERING SHUTOFF RODS

TDAI-244

f
)-

J

f
.~.'.'~.::
~

Sum of Single Shutoff
Rod Reactivities

(mi 11 i -k)

Unit 1 (Measured) 2].89

Unit 2 (Measured) 23.69

Unit 4 (Measured 26.40

Mean Worth (Measured) 25.99
1------

Calculated Worth 24.89
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TABLE 3.2.3-5

TDAI-244

r
U

MEASURED AND CALCULATED DATA RELATING TO BRUCE SHUTOFF RODS

BORON EQUIVALENCE

Configuration Boron Equivalence (mg/kg)
Deviation

Calculated Experimenta I (percent)

30 shutoff rods 3.45 3.30 +4.5

28 shutoff rods 2. 75 2.65 +3.8

REACTIVITY WORTH (Individual or Small Groups of Rods)

React i vi ty Worth (milli-k) DeviationConfiguration

Calculated Expe ri men ta I (percent)

Shutoff rod 5 I. 51 1. 41 +7. I

Shutoff rod 20 1.46 1. 49 2.0

,oMechanical cont ro I 2.59 2.53 +2.4
rods 3 and 4

,oMechanical control
rods 1• 2, 3 and 4 4.96 4.80 +3.3

*These rods are physically identical to shutoff rods, but are
used for control purposes only.
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Time Dependent Analyses

iOAI"Z44

u

Once the basic reference design of the reactor core is

establ ished based on " s tatic" simulations with 3-dimensional two-group

diffusion ~odes, as discussed previously, it is necessary to verify the

dynamic performance of the regulating and protective systems. Time

dependent phenomenan which need ta be studied fall into three general

time domains:

(a) The day to day refuelling of the reactor must be

simulated during the design phase to a sufficient

degree to assess the discrete effects associated

with the fact that fuelJ ing is in reality not

continuous but is done by replacing small batches

of fuel at a time. The reference fuelling scheme

for the CANDU-600 calls for replacJng 8 fuel bundles

within a channel upon each visit to a fuel channel.

Also because of fue) scheduling restraints several

channels may be fuelled within a relatively short

interval of time and then no fuelling done for a

longer period. These effects cause localized

distortions in the power distribution relative to

that calculated with the reaction rate averaged

model that was described previously. These

aspects will be discussed in detail in the

lectures on fuel management later in this course.

(b) Transient trends in 135Xe concentration occur in

the time domain of hours rather than days and these

effects are treated by a different computer program

than used for fuel management simulations.

(c) The time r~sponse of the shutdown systems following

an assumed accident results in gross change in the

reactor flux distribution in the time scale of

seconds. This again is a different class of problem
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3.2.4.1

as delayed neutrons have a substantial impact on the

flux shape. We will discuss in some detail the

methods used to treat the xenon problem and the

reactor shutdown transient problem in the following.

Xenon Transients

/ .

U

The ability to simulate space and time variation of 135Xe

concentration in the reactor is important for two main reasons:

(t) to verify that the liquid zone control system can

adequately control the power distribution following

localized disturbances that Can occur during normal

operation such as refuelling channels. Spatial

variation of l35 Xe in response to a local distur

bance is the main reason a spacial control system is

provided.

(2) The xenon transient-following a reduction in reactor

power does vary spatially as the 135 1 precursor

distribution is proportional to the flux distribu

tion in the steady state full power operating mode.

A computer program has been developed to permit calcula

tion of the xenon distribution in the reactor in space and time and

simultaneously calculates the corresponding effect on power distribution

and overall reactivity. This program is based on the two-group diffusion

equations. but the equations describing the xenon and iodine variation

as a function of the local flux are also included. The code is '~uasi

dynamic" in the senSe that transients are simulated as a series of

steady state cases with the flux assumed constant over a time interval

but then updated in the next interval. The program also includes

capability to simulate the response of the liquid zone control system to

re-distribution of the xenon and iodine or in response to other localized

perturbations.
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The algorithm used in the spatial control system of the

reactor which couples changes in local or regional flux and/or power to

response of the individual zone controller compartments is put into the

program, at least in an approximate way. The time steps used in the

program are consistent with the time variation of the xenon concentration

so the program is geared specifically to verify that the control system

can prevent uncontrolled oscillations being induced by xenon feed-back

effects. It does not expl icitly simulate the hydraul.ic dynamics of the

liquid zone control system. Required changes in water levels in

individual control compartments are assumed to occur instantaneously.

The performance of the zone control system is typically

verified by assuming that various fuel channels are completely refuelled

with fresh fuel and observing the response of the zone control system to

this disturbance. It is followed in time long enough to be sure that

either the new stable condition has been reached or is clearly being

approached. Figure 3.2-27 shows typica'} variation of the side-to-side

and top-to-bottom tilt in the reactor following a refuelling disturbance.

Another application of the spatial control simulation

computer program is to calculate the performance of the reactor

regulating system and to predict accurately the time variation of reactor

power distribution following a reduction in reactor power or during

recovery from a reactor trip. When the reactor power is quickly set

back to some lower level and held there for some time the 135Xe concentration

will temporarily increase and then decay to·a level slightly lower than

the original value. As the xenon concentration increases the liquid

zone control system wi} I tend to empty to compensate. Before it reaches

t~e empty condition, the regulating syst~m activates one group of the

adjuster rods and they are withdrawn. Since they are driven out steadily

until fully out, the zone control system must fill to compensate. The

rods are divided into a number of banks selected such that a complete
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withdrawal of anyone bank can be more than compensated by filling of

the I iquid zone control system. (The withdrawal of the adjusters causes

a change in the reactor power distribution so it is important to simulate

that as well with the computer program. This is done by a semi-automatic

process.) As the xenon concentration continues to increase the zone

levels will be allowed to drain again at which time another group of

adjusters will be withdrawn. This process means that the reactor does

not operate for significant periods of time with adjusters partly

inserted and hence partial insertion conditions do not need to be simulated

in detail.

Similarly, it is important to simulate a reactor startup

following a short shutdown. If the reactor has been shutdown to the

time limit allowed by the design of the adjuster rod system, all of the

adjuster rods will have to be withdrawn to restart the reactor and raise

power to a level sufficiently high to turn the xenon transient over.

Therefore, in this case the simulation consists of tracing the power

history and reactivity as xenon burns out and adjuster rods are driven

in one bank at a time. This Is necessary to verify that the reactor

power can be raised sufficiently high to turn the xenon transient over

without overrating the fuel due to the peaking effect caused by adjuster

rods being withdrawn. A typical startup power history is shown in

Figure 3.2-28.

3.2.4.2 Shutdown System Performance Analysis

J

As mentioned previously the loss of coolant accident is

the event that tends to determine the design requirements of the shut

down systems. In examining the consequences of this event it is impor

tant to be able to predic": the time variation of the" power in each fuel

bundle in the reactor reasonably accurately. In the CANOU-600 the

primary transport system is divided into two circuits. When one of

these circuits loses the coolant the channels in one half of the reactor

are voided. Because of the a~sociated small positive reactivity effect,
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the power rises somewhat preferentially in that side of the reactor

which activates an overpower trip and causes the shutdown system to

activate.

In the case of the shutoff rod system, the rods are

dropped into the core within about two seconds. Since this time is

comparable to the half-life of many of the delayed neutrons precursors

it is i~portant in simulating this event to correctly account for the

space-time variation of the delayed neutron precursors. When the power

decreases their relative contribution to the overall neutron balance

becomes increasingly important. A computer program has been developed

to permit this type of calculation to be done. It is a 3-dimensional

code which employs the improved quasi static approximation (IQS)[14)[15J.

In this method the space and time dependent flux is factored into an

amplitude function which is only time dependent and a space function

which is only weakly depending on time.

The IQS method is a flux factorized method developed to

solve the time-dependent multigroup djffusion equation;

I I ~
[-M + FpJ ¢ (r,E.t) + Sd[¢{r.E,t )] =vat ¢ (r,E,t)

where M is the re~~vaJ and scatte~jn9 operator, F the prompt fission
p

source operator, and Sd the delayed neutron source. The total flux is

factorized into an llarilp litude" function "(t) and a "shape" function

'i'{r,E.t):

¢(r,c.,t) ::I ~(t) 'dr,E.t}

with the condition that '¥(r,E,t) is

hence ~ and ~ are uniquely defined.

forcing the integral..
// li'~(r,E.o) '¥ {r,E,t} d

v r

(l'{o) = 1.0)

only weakly dependent on time and

This constra'nt is satisfied by

dE

to be constant, With this condition the amplitude equation for 0(t)

reduces to the point kinetics equation:
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d9(r) [p(t} - aCt))
dt- Art) ~Ht) + t Ak Ck (t)

where the integral quantities pet). S(t), etc. must be derived tiy

suitable averaging with the time dependent shape function 7(r,E.C).

Upon substitution of the factorized total flux into the

diffusion equation the shape equation takes the form:

S I I

[
i..t F] ( E) d(~(t). 1¥(r,E.t )]

-n + p If r, • t + .l(d

'" l rd0 ! (r , E, t) a 11/ (' E ) ]
v dt· 0(tl + at' r. • t

The unique approach in the IQS method is to replace the deriative

;t ~(r.E.t) by a backward difference of first order:

;t't'(r.E.t)

This approximation is valid when !(r.E;t) changes slowly. compared to

~(t). It then allows larger ~t intervals and the integra} constraint

condition is automatically satisfied within the interval at.

For a mor~ detailed discussion of the IQS method the

reader is referred to the paper by Kugler and Dastur(IS].

The space function is calculated in j-dimensions, two

energy groups, using a variable X-Y-Z mesn. Generally six delayed

neutron precursor groups are used although ~ore groups (to accommodate

photo-neutrons explicitly) may be used. The code can simulate accurately

flux shape retardation effects due to delayed neutron "hold-backll

following an asywmetric coolant voiding, shutdown system action, etc.

Point kinetics codes are used to analyse situations where spatial eFfect

are not important or may be used to do parametric studies involving

smalt changes in variables relative to a case which has been don~ with

the complete )-dimensional approach. This code is used to simulate both
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shutoff rod performance and performance of the liquid injection shutdown

system. Comparison of this method against the experimental results in

Bruce A are discussed in Section 4.

The simulation of the performance of the poison injection

shutdown system is a particularly challenging analytical task, as the

geometrical characterization of the poison as a function of time after

activation of the system is difficult. This is because it is very

difficult to analytically determine the characteristics of the jets of

poison penetrating into the moderator from each of the small holes in

the poison injection nozzle. It was necessary, therefore, to empirically

determine the characteristics through tests. These tests consisted of

mocking-up one of the poison injection nozzles in a tank of water and

using a colored solution to represent the gadolinium solution being

injected into the moderator under high pressure. By photographing the

nozzle from different angles with high·speed cameras the behaviour of

the poison could be fairly well determined. Figure 3.2-29 shows what

was observed schematically. Typical modelling of the system for purposes

of simulating the neutronic behaviour is shown in Figure 3.2-30.

Although the modelling does represent significant approxi

mations, the calculated power transient following activation of this

system in the Bruce A reactor during commissioning agreed quite well

with the experimental data as shown in Figure 3.2-31. The curve labelled

"fast transi'e.nt ll is the best estimate with no conservatisms built in.

The "slow transient" calculation has conservative input and is used in

safety analysis. Note that the agreement between prediction and experi

ment is very good during the early part of the transient and then

deviates from the experimental data with the calculation giving a slower

reduction in the neutron flux with time than the experiment. This is

not unexpected as the modelling of the poison injection into the modera

tor beyond the time at which the jets no longer have any geometrical

definition is not possible. Therefore, in the model it is assumed the

poison does not disperse but rather remains in the jet form. In reality
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the poison does disperse whi~h has the effect of reducing the self

shielding of neutrons within the poison and hence enhancing the

reactivity effect with time relative to that assumed in the calculation.

3.2.4.; Modell ina of loss of Coolant Accidents..

(

J

As mentioned before. the void reactivity effect in tMe

CANOU-PHW is positive. Therefore the initial effect associated with a

loss of coolant incident would be a tendency for the power to rise until

the shut-down system is called into play. There are three factors which

mitigate the power pulse due to a loss of coolant.accident: subdivision

of the coo 1an t ci rcu it; along prompt neut ron 1 i fet ime; and the magn i tude

of the delayed neutron fraction due to the photo~neutron contribution.

The primary heat transfer system is divided into two

independent figure~of-eight circuits. A schematic of one such circuit

is shown in Figure 3.2-32. These circuits are interconnected only via

a pressurizer and a purification system. If one cir~uit suddenly

depressurizes due to a break the :nter-~onnect valves are closed. so the

LOCA effect is confined to only half the core. Figure 3.2-23 shows the

variations of average coolant density with time in the voided circuit

for a hypothetical 100% break of the inlet header. This density

variation is calculated with a thermohydraulic blow-down code. The

density is assumed to take place throughout the fuel channels which are

cooled by that circuit. Figure 3.2~33 also shows the reactivity

transients (with and without shutdown system action). One second after

the break the reactivity would be about 3 mk. However. a shutdown

system would be brought into play and would turn over the reactivity

transient at about .65 sees. after the break. thereby limiting the

maximum reactivity insertion to less than 2.5 mk. The neutronic response

to such a reactivity insertion is discussedbelow.

The prompt neutron lifetime in a CANDU lattice is rela

tively long (.9 mill i-sec.) compared to "~st other reactor designs. In
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addition, the delayed neutron fraction is enhanced due to the presence

of delayed photo neutrons (produced by dissociation of deuterons by high

energy gamma rays from fission products). These two factors slow down a

potential power excursion considerably. Figure 3.2-34 shows typical

power pulse for the hottest fuel bundle due to header breaks of different

sizes followed by the action of one of the shutdown systems. The percent

header break size figures shown are based on the percentage of the

theoretical maximum break size resulting from a hypothetical type separa

tion of the pipe. The peak power is only about a factor of 1.5 above

the"operating level and the short term (0+2.S-s) power pulse is only 2.6

full power seconds. Experimentally it has been found that a heat

content of at least 200 calories per gram is required for spontaneous

fuel breakup. This is equivalent to about 9 full power seconds for the

maximum rated fuel pin. This means that spontaneous fuel breakup is not

a safety concern during LOCA in the CANDU-PHW.

Since the difference in the neutron lifetime in the CANOU

reactors. relative to light water reactors. are quite significant in

respect to modelling of fast neutronic transients in the core, we will

discuss this aspect in some detail.

The influence of a longer prompt neutron lifetime on a

power excursion is illustrated mOre clearly in Figures 3.2-25 and

3.2-26. These figures show two hypothetical reactivity transients and

*their associated power pulses with different values of 1 (prompt neutron

lifetime). Reactivity transient I roughly corresponds to a LOCA event

followed by a shutdown system action in a 600 MWe CANOU. Transient 2 is

a hypothetical transient with a reactivity insertion almost equal to the

delayed neutron fraction (a condition called prompt critical). Neutron

*power transients marked A and B correspond respectively to an 1 value

of 0.9 miJli-secs. (characteristics of the CANDU) and a value of 0.0)

milli-secs (characteristics of light water reactors). One can see that

for reactivity transients well below prompt critical the effect of

different 1* values is small. Hcwever for reactivity insertions at or

near prompt critical the larger 1* retards the power pulse significantly.
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For CANDU reactors this is an important consequence since it reduces the

demands placed on the shutdown design to relatively modest performance

requirements.

The above example illustrates clearly the effect different

'*! values on the power excursion. Fuel temperature feedback effects

should be considered in a realistic evaluation of accidental excursions.

The simulation of a LOCA and a consequent activation of a shutdown

system is simulated as mentioned before with a 3-dimensional quasi

static method. This method is also applied to simulate the shutdown

system tests that are done during corrmissioning of the nature described

previously. We find it important to account property for the spatial

variation of delayed neutrons with time during the insertion of the

Shutoff rods to properly predict the variation of neutron flux with

time.

The importance of the delayed neutron precursor distribu

tion on the flux shape during a shut-off rod insertion transient, and

hence on the "effective" reactivity of the shut-off rods at a given tirr:e

is illustrated in Figure 3.2-37. A parametric study was done of the

effect of the speed of insertion of shut-off rods on the dynamic perform

ance of the system for a typical CANDU reactor. The only difference in

the two calculations used to produce the curves in this figure is the

speed of insertion of the rods. The arrow shown on each curve is the

time at which the rods reached the centre-line of the core. Note that

although the same amount of absorbing material is in the core at each of

these points, the "effective ll dynamic reactivity worth of this material

is significantly different. Only a small part of'that difference is due

to the fact that more voiding of the core has occurredin the "slower"

case. /1,ost of the difference arises from the fact that in the "fasterll

case the flux shape is more strongly influenced by the delayed neutron

precursor distribution that existed in the core prior to the initiation

of the postulated loss-of-coolant and subsequent shut-off rod insertion.
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The CANDU-600 is provided with an on-line flux mapping

system as part of the regulating system sof~are. This system produces

detailed flux and channel power distributions based on in-core self

powered vanadium flux detectors. This information is used to provide a

calibrated average zonal flux signal for use by the spatial control

system; local overpower detection which activates the power setback

routine; and on-line power distribution data for reactor operator

information. It may also be used as a means of producing current power

distribution information for purposes of calibrating the regional over

power protective system. A flux map is typically calculated automati

cally in approximately two minute intervals.

The task of the reactor physicist in the design of this

system is to develop the software for the on-line control computer which

can operate on the measured fluxes as indicated by the vanadium detector

currents and produce a more comprehensive picture of the flux distribu

tion in the reactor. The power distribution can also be determined from

the flux distribution if the fuel burnup characteristics are known.

The techniques of flux mapping consists essentially of a

snythesis of the flux distribution from a pre-selected set of flux shape

calculations, called flux modes. The amplitudes (i.e. the relative

contributions) of the various flux modes are calculated by basically a

least squares fitting of relative fluxes measured by vanadium incore

flux detectors. The flux modes usually consists of a fundamental mode

plus thirteen of the higher hannonics of the flux distribution; plus a

set of "per turbation" modes. The latter are nux distributions calcula

ted for a variety of normal operating conditions that may occur such as

during periods when the adjuster~ are not all inserted because they are

compensating for transient variation in xenon concentration in the

reactor. All these flux shapes or modes are pre-calculated once in an
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off-line Simulation using the standard two-group diffusion codes that

have been discussed previously. A set of coupling coefficients are

obtained from these simulations as follows:

It is assumed that the thermal flux ~(~) at an

arbitrary point r in the core can be expressed as a linear combination

of "real istic" flux shapes :1n , described above, i.e.

where ¢.(;) is the flux value at ; when the reactor operates in the
J

flux mode ~.. The above expression is general and is therefore also
J

valid at detector sites

~ ( r
d

) :It J 1 c. .1/1. ( r
d

)
J=:: J J

Thus, the objective is to obtain the coefficient a. given the fluxes
j

~(rd) at the detector locations so they can be used in the first equation
••to calculate the flux at points r In the reactor.

These coefficients are stored in the normal station

digital control computer. The least squares fitting algorithm involves

essentially one matrix vector multiplication to obtain the mode ampli

tudes, and a second matrix vector multiplication to obtain an extended

flux map. Approximately 30,000 words of disc storage is required. A

flux map calculation takes about one second of on-line computer time.

The input to the flux mapping system is provided by

outputs from about iOO vanadium self-powered incore cetectors. These

detectors are located on 26 vertical flux detector assimblies (as described

In Section 2. The vanadium detectors are calibrated indlvidually prior

:0 their installation in the reactor so that they accurately reflect the

correct relative flux at their respective locations.

More detailed descriptions of safety related aspects of

the CANDU reactor design are given in a report by G. Kugler[31. The

flux mapping system is described in more detail by Kugler and Hinchley[16].
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